We perform a general computational analysis of possible post-collision mass distributions in highspeed galaxy cluster collisions in the presence of self-interacting dark matter. Using this analysis, we show that astrophysically weakly self-interacting dark matter can impart subtle yet measurable features in the mass distributions of colliding galaxy clusters even without significant disruptions to the dark matter halos of the colliding galaxy clusters themselves. Most profound such evidences are found to reside in the tails of dark matter halos' distributions, in the space between the colliding galaxy clusters. Such features appear in our simulations as shells of scattered dark matter expanding in alignment with the outgoing original galaxy clusters, contributing significant densities to projected mass distributions at large distances from collision centers and large scattering angles of up to 90
I. INTRODUCTION
Dark matter and dark energy, comprising together 95% of the energy budget in the Universe, remain among the biggest unsolved mysteries of modern physics. Dark matter (DM) has been described conventionally using the Cold Dark Matter (CDM) model, where the primary candidate for DM is an extremely massive (m DM ≈ 10 − 1000 GeV) particle interacting exclusively via the weak interaction -the so-called Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) [1, 2] . In recent years, observations began to suggest that DM can be interacting with the cross-sections large enough to influence the formation of small-scale cosmological structures, the so called Self-Interacting Dark Matter (SIDM) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Recent theoretical works put forth various models of such self-interacting DM including mirror DM [13] , flavor-oscillating DM [14] , SIDM [15] [16] [17] [18] , etc.
Recent observations of colliding galaxy clusters provided a unique opportunity for gaining additional insights about the properties of DM empirically [19] [20] [21] [22] . The observed galaxy clusters may be regarded as natural astrophysical accelerators for high-energy DM particles' collisions. The observations of two or more galaxy clusters undergoing a high-speed central or near-central passage through each other after a gravitational in-fall can offer new clues about the microscopic properties of DM . The bullet-type galaxy cluster collisions are such collisions that involve a smaller galaxy cluster, sometimes called the "bullet", falling onto a much larger cluster. In several cases of such collisions, a bullet-type galaxy cluster collision has been observed shortly after the passage of the bullet through the main cluster [23, 25] . Those observations evinced that the galaxy groups in the bullet-type galaxy cluster collisions exhibit a collisionless behavior, namely, passing through each other essentially freely without interactions. On the other hand, the gas component of such colliding galaxy clusters-the intracluster medium (ICM)-exhibits a drastically different behavior with significant ram friction, super-sonic bow-shocks, and strong heating accompanied by X-ray emission as witnessed [19, 20, 26, 31] . One may ask which of these components the DM halos are co-localized with. Subsequent reconstructions of the mass distribution in some of such bullet-type collisions by means of strong and weak gravitational lensing showed that the DM halos in these collisions are co-localized with the collisionless galaxy groups but not with the collisional ICM gas . This co-localization led to conclusion that the material in the DM halos is collisionless much like the galaxy groups, rather than collisional like the ICM. Arguments such as the preservation of mass-to-light ratios and the coincidence of the centroids of DM halos with that of galaxy groups led to the constraints on the cross-section of possible SIDM particles at approximately σ DM /m DM < 1 cm 2 g −1 [19, 23, 24, 30, 33, 37, 45] . In this work, we perform a computational study of possible post-collision mass distributions that may be realized in high-speed collisions of galaxy clusters in the presence of weakly self-scattering DM. Several past computational studies focused on simulating the known colliding galaxy clusters and estimating the properties of the dark matter particles from that analysis [27, 30, 32, 33, 42, 46, 47] . Here, we survey rather different possibilities for post-collision mass distributions in high-speed collisions of galaxy clusters under a variety of scenarios in the presence of self-interacting DM. In that respect, our study does not focus on any specific galaxy cluster collision but aim at an explorative analysis of possible configurations that can be realized in galaxy cluster collisions in the presence of self-interacting DM. For instance, we do not specifically simulate the classical Bullet cluster 1E 0657-56 although such Bullet cluster observations motivated our study. A similar work in spirit has been recently published by Robertson, Massey and Eke [18, 48] , where the focus has been on the changes in the shape of DM halos in the presence of DM self-interactions. In particular, it has been found that shape changes can significantly affect and make unreliable simple analyses of SIDM effects such as the calculation of DM halo centroids' lag. Our work can be viewed in a complementary light as such investigating the effects of DM self-interactions in the space around the colliding galaxy clusters, in the tails of DM mass distributions, arising due to astrophysically weak DM self-interactions and manifesting in the projected mass density maps of galaxy cluster collisions in the regions between and around the colliding galaxy clusters. We find that while the DM particle interactions with σ DM /m DM ≈ 1 cm 2 g −1 and above cause severe disruption of colliding galaxy clusters, possibly leading to complete destruction and merger of their DM halos over cosmologically short time scales, a range of weaker DM self-interactions σ DM /m DM ≈ 0.1 − 0.5 cm 2 g −1 can create weak yet detectable features in DM mass distributions around the colliding galaxy clusters, while not causing major distortions in the main galaxy clusters themselves. One such feature is the shell of scattered DM material that forms due to the scattering of DM particles off each other during the passage of the DM halos of colliding galaxy clusters through each another. Such shells can produce noticeable differences in the projected mass density maps of SIDM galaxy cluster collisions, in the form of extended concentrations of DM at large distances either from the collision center or the outgoing galaxy groups and large scattering angles. It is interesting that strikingly resembling structures can be spotted in many mass reconstructions of colliding galaxy clusters in the literature [31, 37, 39, 40] . A scattered DM shell may also explain the ring-like DM feature recently observed in a long-range reconstruction of the mass distribution in the galaxy cluster CL0024+17 [29] . Convincing observations of such features in high-speed galaxy cluster collisions can provide a clear evidence of the self-interacting nature of DM.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss the methodology of our study. In Section III, we survey different types of post-collision mass distributions with respect to the parameters such as collision's speed, mass, DM self-interaction strength, etc. In this Section (subsection III D), we discuss the conditions necessary for the astrophysical observation of the effects associated with the self-interacting nature of DM in galaxy cluster collisions. The summary and conclusions follow in Section IV. In Appendix A, we provide the summary of the algorithms used in this work. In Appendix B, we present the numerical checks related to the convergence and accuracy of our numerical simulations.
II. METHODOLOGY
The bulk of our study focused on carrying out a set of simulations of galaxy cluster collisions using Particle Mesh method and collisional DM particles. In this section, we discuss the details of these simulations' initialization, evaluating DM particle collisions, evaluating gravitational evolution, and selecting the simulation parameters.
A. Simulation's initial conditions
We use Plummer profile [49, 50] obtained as the result of equilibrating a cloud of collisional DM particles in selfconsistent gravitational potential to set up the initial particle distribution of colliding halos. Such Plummer profile reproduces closely the soft-core King model's mass profile, used in some literature in the past as an empirical model of SIDM halos [23, 30] , up to the halo's virial radius r 200 and soft-truncates at r 200 as is seen Fig. 1 . Note that Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) mass profile [51] , popular in CDM literature, is unsuitable for modeling the collisional SIDM halos because NFW profile does not allow for the presence of soft halo cores necessarily present in SIDM halos [12, [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . Particle-particle scatterings of DM particles in the central regions of SIDM halos are known to reduce the central density of such halos resulting in an isothermal-like behavior of mass density at small radii, differently from the central cusp of NFW profile. The so called approximate King model's profile, ρ(r) = ρ 0 /(1 + r 2 /r 2 c ) 3/2 , had been used to ad-hoc model SIDM halos by introducing into NFW profile a soft core of radius r c . The SIDM halo profile in this work has been obtained directly by equilibrating self-scattering halo of SIDM particles and can be indeed represented using such King profile very well.
The specific parameters of the initial particle distributions are as follows: The profiles were created with N = 100, 000 particles with total mass of 2.5 · 10
14 M ⊙ at per-particle mass of 1.125 · 10 9 M ⊙ . The scale radius parameter of the Plummer density was r s = 0.24 Mpc, the core radius was r c = 0.15 Mpc, and the virial radius was r 200 = 0.6 Mpc, corresponding to the effective concentration parameter of c = r 200 /r c = 4. The initial mass profile of SIDM halos used in this work, blue diamonds, is the the Plummer density shown with brown dashed line. Also shown is the approximate King model's profile used in [23, 30] , green dash-dotted line. NFW profile [51] (red dashed line) and the isothermal profile [50] (black dashed line, ρ(r) = ρ0/(1 + r 2 /r 2 c )) are also shown for reference. The profile's 1/2-level half-width and the virial radius are indicated with labels r 1/2 and r200, respectively.
B. Simulation of SIDM particle-particle scattering
The non-gravitational interactions in SIDM halos, that is, the particle-particle scatterings of SIDM particles, were modeled by scattering simulated particles when they occupied the same cell of the simulation's spatial grid G (see the next subsection II C for the definition of G). That is, each pair of such particles scattered with the probability
where
is the relative speed of the two particles, ∆t is the simulation time step, and α is an effective numerical parameter controlling the intensity of DM self-scattering. Robertson, Massey and Eke have addressed many of the science goals discussed in the present work by using essentially similar model with different anisotropic DM particle-particle interactions in their recent work [18] . In principle, it is conceivable that different particle physics models will predict very different scattering probabilities. Fundamentally, in quantum field theoretic models, the coupling constant of particle interaction provided by a given model estimates the probability of particle scattering. The physical coupling constant in the renormalizable quantum field theory may be defined through multi-loop calculations with self-consistent regularization procedures. The scattering cross section predicted by such models would then be the key to test the validity of the models in comparison with experimental data. Lacking evidence for such sophisticated models at present, we assume in this work the simplest isotropic scattering model parametrized by a single cross-section parameter related to the numerical parameter α via
where M tot is the total simulation mass, N tot is the total number of simulated particles, and d is the resolution of the simulation grid, G. Then, the scattering of DM particles was evaluated as follows: First, the Center-of-Mass velocity,
, and the relative speed, V rel = | v 1 − v 2 |, of the scattering particles were computed. Second, a new direction for the relative velocities, n, was selected uniformly at random on a unit sphere, assuming elastic and isotropic scattering. The velocities of the particles were then updated as
Further details of this implementation of the DM particle-particle scattering in our simulations are presented in the algorithm in Appendix A.
C. Simulation of SIDM gravitational evolution
Gravitational evolution of SIDM particles was implemented using Particle Mesh algorithm in Matlab. Namely, a continuous spatial distribution of mass ρ( x, t) was modeled by using a collection of N particles r i (t), i = 1 . . . N , distributed according to ρ( x, t). As the particles moved in common gravitational potential, Φ( x, t), self-consistent Φ( x, t) was calculated by approximating ρ( x, t) on a 3D grid G by counting the number of the particles in each cell of the grid, n( x G , t), and numerically solving the Poisson equation
where G is the gravitational constant. The method of Fourier transform was used for the numerical solutions of Eq. (4), where forΦ(
Thus, Φ( x, t) was computed by performing two discrete fast Fourier transforms, n( x, t) →ñ( k, t) andΦ( k, t) → Φ( x, t), and making use of Eq. (5) in between them. Once Φ( x, t) had been computed, the speed and the positions of all the particles in the common gravitational potential were updated according to the regular Newtonian dynamics. A SIDM self-scattering step had been embedded into this algorithm as described in Section II B. The simulation advanced by using an adaptive time step ∆t set from the restriction that the maximum change of the speed and the position of the simulated particles was below one grid-cell, and varied between 0.1 My and 10 My. The detail of the Particle Mesh algorithm is also presented in Appendix A. The algorithm requires a set of parameters to be set, specifying the total mass of simulated collision, M tot , the number of simulated particles in colliding SIDM halos, N 1 and N 2, the kinetic collision parameter defined as the square of the galaxy clusters' speed at infinity, ∆V 2, and controlling the collision velocity, the initial offsets of colliding halos, ∆R, and the collision impact parameter ∆b. The other algorithm parameters are the number of cells D along each dimension in the cubic spatial grid G and the cells' dimension d, with the total of D 3 cells in the grid. These are related to the total linear size of the modeled region of space as Dd.
D. Selection of simulation parameters
All simulations had been performed using the super-computing facility National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). The majority of simulations used N = 2 · 10 5 total particles, the grid of D 3 = 400 3 cells with cell-resolution d = 15 kpc and the region of space modeled being a cube of 6 Mpc on the side. Only the dynamics of SIDM halos was simulated and the ICM and the visible matter contributions were not included. All simulations spanned the duration of time t max of 1.5 Gy to 3 Gy chosen so as to cover a single passage of colliding SIDM halos through each other.
We simulated various collision scenarios with regard to the collision speed, collision centrality, symmetricity, and the SIDM self-interaction strength (expressed via the effective strength parameter α or equivalently, σ DM /m DM given by Eq. (2)).
The simulations were initialized with all particles divided into two initial halos placed at separation from each other ∆R = 2M pc, moving towards each other with initial relative inbound velocity between 500 kmps and 4400 kmps. In the case of a symmetric galaxy cluster collision, the two halos were initialized with equal number of particles. For asymmetric collisions, the particles were divided between the two halos in the ratio 5:1. This choice was motivated by the mass split in the Bullet cluster [21, 25, 34] . In the case of off-central collisions, the center of one of the halos was shifted with respect to the other halo in direction perpendicular to the collision axis by the amount specified by the impact parameter ∆b chosen equal to the core radius of the larger halo. This choice was motivated by maximizing the effect on non-centrality on the collision, whereas the larger values of the impact parameter resulted in halos missing each others' dense cores and smaller impact parameters resulting in post-collision mass distributions not much different from that of central collisions.
The total mass of simulation here was not varied. This was because the total mass can be reduced from gravitational dynamics by suitably re-scaling the distance and/or time variables in the simulation. Indeed, consider the Newtonian equations of motion of particles in self-consistent gravitational potential,
If one rescales distances, times, and velocities of all particles according to
then the equations of motion become respectively
where we took into account that the element of mass, dm = d 3 rρ( r, t), remained invariant. Simplifying the above we obtain d r
Therefore, we observe that the total simulation mass d 3 rρ( r, t) can be arbitrarily rescaled by scaling up or down either distances, times, or both. For example, d
3 rρ( r, t) can be brought to be equal to any (standard) mass M std simply by scaling the distances r = (M tot /M std ) 1/3 r ′ , where M tot is the total mass in ρ( r, t), or by similarly scaling the time variable, t = (M std /M tot ) 1/2 t ′ . Note that the velocities also scale according to Eq. (7). Thus, the total mass can be reduced from the simulations and all our simulations were performed using a "standard" total collision mass of 5 · 10 14 M ⊙ . The full list of the parameters used for each class of simulations discussed in this work is given in Table I . III. RESULTS
A. Characterization of possible galaxy cluster collision phenomenologies
Our primary goal is to characterize possible effects of astrophysically-weak DM particle-particle self-interactions on the projected mass distributions appearing in collisions of galaxy clusters. By "weak", it is meant that DM selfinteraction results in the fractions of DM particles scattered during the collisions that are significantly less than one. From the nature of that weak effect, such effects can be expected to appear in the tails of DM halos of the colliding galaxy clusters. To make those effects discernible, we choose a suitable way for visualizing the tails of DM halo distributions using the logarithmic scale for projected mass density maps, adopted for all illustrations in this section.
We point out that the general profile of post-collision mass distributions in colliding galaxy clusters is well characterized by three phenomenological parameters -the collision's kinetic parameter as defined by the ratio of the relative kinetic energy of the colliding galaxy clusters and mutual gravitational energy, k = |E K /E G |; the fraction of DM halos' non-gravitationally scattered mass, a; and the separation of post-collision galaxy clusters in terms of a certain typical radius here chosen as the core radius, r/r c .
We first discuss the kinetic parameter k = |E K /E G |. This parameter characterizes the degree of the effect that the gravitational effects impart to the post-collision mass distributions. Intuitively, small values of k imply slow collisions in which gravitational interactions have a long time to play dominant role. For large values of k, however, the galaxy clusters collide much more rapidly with little to no gravitational distortions. We specifically define the kinetic parameter k as the ratio of the colliding galaxy clusters' kinetic to mutual gravitational energy at the point of closest approach.
The fraction parameter of the DM halo mass scattered in DM particle-particle collisions, a, is another interesting parameter affecting the shape of post-collision galaxy clusters' mass distributions. The parameter a quantifies the degree of effect that DM self-interactions have on the post-collision mass distribution by setting an upper limit on the relative weight that the non-gravitational scattering features can introduce into post-collision galaxy clusters' mass maps. For instance, for a = 0.1 at most 10% of the DM halo mass can contribute to self-interaction-related features in the post-collision mass distributions.
The fraction a can be directly related to the effective DM self-interaction parameter in simulations, α, and the physical ratio σ DM /m DM . For concreteness we define
where N 12 is the number of DM particle-particle scattering events during the collision and N 1 + N 2 is the total number of DM particles in the collision. In terms of real masses of scattered DM, δM 1,2 , the same parameter is given as their ratio with the total mass of the collision M tot . The post-collision separation of the galaxy clusters is another phenomenological descriptor of a galaxy cluster collision. We observe that the post-collision mass distributions share significant similarities for the same separations of outgoing galaxy clusters, if expressed in the terms of a typical distance scale associated with the galaxy clusters. Therefore, such a parameter is advantageous for characterizing the post-collision stage instead of regular time. Of course, post-collision galaxy clusters' separation is also a quantity that can be directly measured from astrophysical data. We define that parameter as the ratio r/r c of the distance r between the centers of the outgoing galaxy clusters and the core radius r c of the larger of the galaxy clusters (that is, the 1/2 half-width of the projected mass distribution of that cluster's DM halo).
B. The phenomenology of CDM high-speed galaxy cluster collisions
We first review the galaxy cluster collisions in standard CDM, that is, when the gravity is the only effect present. We inspect central collisions, in which case the only two free parameters controlling the post-collision mass distribution are M tot and k = |E K /E G |, of which the total mass can be excluded by rescaling the distances as discussed above and a single parameter k is left to completely characterize the post-collision mass distribution's properties.
The kinetic collision parameter k has been defined in Section III A as the ratio of kinetic and gravitational energy in collision. By the conservation of energy, k is thus related to the total energy of colliding system, E, as k = 1 + E/|E G |, where E G is the mutual gravitational energy of colliding galaxy clusters. Three essentially different regimes therefore need to be distinguished: fast collisions with E > 0 and k > 1, "free-fall" collisions with E = 0 and k = 1, and slow collisions with E < 0 and k < 1. In fast collisions, the clusters fall towards each other from a finite in-fall velocity at infinity. In "free-fall" collisions, the clusters fall towards each other from zero speed at infinity. The case k < 1 corresponds to the situation where the clusters fall towards each other from zero speed at a finite distance.
The typical shapes of post-collision mass distributions in CDM for fast collisions regime is explored in Fig. 2 . For very fast collision with k ≈ 2 and above, we observe that the colliding galaxy clusters pass through each other without gravitational distortions, essentially maintaining their original shape and velocity after the collision. For slower collisions, 2 > k > 1, the galaxy clusters can substantially interact gravitationally, however, forming highvelocity ejecta in the form of forward conic jets around the clusters' initial velocity vectors. These ejecta give the projected mass density map a notable forward "fan-out" shape, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 in a log-scale. A narrow, weak "central bridge" of slow trailing material is also observed in this regime in some simulations.
An important observation to make at this point is that such fast ejecta is always in forward and backward conedirections and is restricted to small scattering angles. This is, in fact, a well-known and expected property of the differential cross-section of gravitational interaction, in which large cross-sections are observed for small scattering angles and very small cross-section are observed towards 90
• scattering angle. Gravitational interaction, therefore, does not produce orthogonal or "equatorial" ejecta during high-speed collisions.
For a slower case of "free-fall" or k = 1 collisions, we observe that the colliding galaxy clusters merge in a single passage producing large amount of ejecta in a characteristic "butterfly" shape, as shown in the central panel of Fig.  2 . In slow collisions, k < 1, the clusters rapidly merge with a large amount of close to isotropic ejecta, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 . Table I . The projected mass density maps are shown color-coded according to logarithmic scale, with the contour-lines defining the density levels of such maps normalized to the peak projected mass density of one. The colormap on the right shows the projected mass density in the physical units of M⊙/kpc 2 , assuming the total collision mass of 5 · 10 14 M⊙. The distance scales shown along x and y axes are in the units of rc. The colorbar and the distance scale are for this and all similar figures except Fig. 4 ("ideal" case).
C. The phenomenology of SIDM high-speed galaxy cluster collisions
In the interacting DM case, the phenomenology of high-speed galaxy cluster collisions can be substantially different and is governed by two parameters: the kinetic parameter k and the effective DM self-scattering intensity a. With respect to the DM self-scattering strength, we inspect three regimes of strong self-scattering DM, 0.5 ≤ a, weak selfscattering, a ≤ 0.2, and intermediate scattering 0.2 ≤ a ≤ 0.5. These roughly correspond to σ DM /m DM > 2 cm −2 g for strong, σ DM /m DM < 0.5 cm −2 g for weak, and 0.5 cm −2 g < σ DM /m DM < 2 cm −2 g for intermediate DM scattering (see Table I ).
The typical shapes of the post-collision mass distributions for all of these regimes are presented in Fig. 3 . The respective shapes are shown using a table where the columns correspond to different DM self-interaction intensities a and the rows corresponding to different collision scenarios such as symmetric central, asymmetric central, symmetric non-central and asymmetric non-central, as defined in the caption. Note here that the kinetic parameter in symmetric collision scenarios is k = 1.6 and in asymmetric collision scenarios is k = 1.4.
In all regimes, we observe that the DM self-interaction can result in additional mass components appearing as diffuse circular mass concentrations centered at the collision center and extending radially out to the distance defined by the outgoing galaxy clusters. The most significant difference is present at 90
• scattering angles, that is, the equatorial plane perpendicular to the axis of the collision. As have been discussed in the previous section, gravitational interactions
The relative weight of this additional DM component is defined by the parameter a. In the case of strong DM particle-particle scattering, a > 0.5 and σ DM /m DM > 2 cm −2 g, we observe that the mass distribution of colliding galaxy clusters is significantly disrupted in all collision scenarios (see the third column of Fig. 3) . A very wide approximately spherical hot cloud of DM material forms in that situation around the collision center. In the case of an asymmetric bullet cluster-like collision, the halo of the "bullet" cluster does not survive the passage through the main cluster and is completely dispersed after the first passage, only appearing in the projected mass density maps as a weak extrusion from the main cluster at 1%-level (relative to the peak projected mass density). We note that this dramatic effect is in contrast to relatively minor effects discussed in the literature for this collision regimes, whereas the effects of such relatively strongly interacting DM in galaxy cluster collisions had been greatly underappreciated in the literature.
In contrast to the previous regime, when a ≤ 0.2 or σ DM /m DM < 0.5 cm −2 g, the second column of Fig. 3 , the original DM halos fail to get distorted significantly, consistent with existing observations. However, previously undisclosed features are observed in these simulations contrary to the pure CDM model. These differences include heavier and substantially wider central regions of projected mass density maps appearing as mass-bridges connecting the halos of outgoing galaxy clusters at 1% to 10% peak density-levels and DM densities appearing at 90
• scattering angles (see the second and fourth rows of Fig. 3) . The latter feature, in particular, presents the greatest interest in that it is completely absent in CDM scenario. Such equatorial mass densities seen in the second column of Fig. 3 at 1% peak density-levels appear in the projected mass density maps at distances from the center equal to that of the outgoing galaxy clusters.
It is interesting to understand the nature of that latter feature. For that, we can inspect the process of DM halos passing through each other in a galaxy cluster collision. In the weak scattering regime, a ≪ 1, the mean free path of DM particles is substantially greater than the diameter of DM halos. In that case, the DM particles that scatter leave their respective halos without secondary scattering with large probability. This forms a feature in the shell of scattered DM material expanding radially outwards from the collision center. The conservation of energy and momentum in elastic collisions of DM particles dictates that the speeds of such shell is the same with the original galaxy clusters. As time passes, that shell forms a DM distribution around the collision center at the observed distances.
Note that in that picture, the angular distribution of the material in the DM ejecta-shell should reflect the microscopic properties of the differential cross-section of DM particles. It is reasonable to expect that such differential cross-section should be isotropic. Indeed, the low energy spin-averaged cross-sections of all known short-range particle interactions are isotropic. Under this assumption, the DM ejecta shell will form in a spherically symmetric way forming a narrow isotropic shell expanding radially in alignment with the outgoing galaxy clusters.
To summarize, the new features that we observe SIDM galaxy cluster collisions are the additional mass components introduced into the collision's mass distribution as a spherically symmetric shell radially expanding from the center of the collision in sync with the outgoing galaxy clusters, moving away in-lock with the galaxy clusters and linking them into a spherical-like structure. At larger separations and seen sideways, that feature appears in projected mass density maps as a disk-like diffuse DM concentration lying in between the outgoing galaxy clusters and featuring a thin, ring-like boundary of the width equal to the core-diameters of the collided galaxy clusters. If seen along the collision axis, the same feature appears as a disk and a ring surrounding the galaxy clusters now placed centrally. These situations are illustrated "ideally" in Fig. 4 .
D. Observability conditions of SIDM effects in galaxy cluster collisions
Comparative study of projected mass distributions in CDM and weak SIDM scenarios
Figs. 5-7 inspect in details the differences appearing in weakly self-scattering SIDM and CDM for kinetic parameter k between 1.5 and 4.0. In each figure, the projected mass densities for the early separation (∆r = 2.5r c , where ∆r is the distance between the centers of the outgoing galaxy clusters), intermediate separation (∆r = 7.5r c ) and late separation stage (∆r = 15r c ) are shown in comparison with the same CDM scenario. The early separation stage corresponds to the colliding galaxy clusters that just barely emerged out of the collision, with the separation at just about 50% peak-density level. The intermediate separation stage here corresponds to the colliding galaxy clusters that nearly fully emerged out of the collision but overlap significantly within their r 200 radii. In late separation stage, the galaxy clusters are well separated by a distance exceeding r 200 .
In the early separation stage, in all scenarios we see quantitative differences in the distribution of mass at central region of colliding galaxy clusters where SIDM mass distributions show substantially heavier and wider central densities, bridging outgoing galaxy clusters at high densities. This difference from CDM scenarios at 10% to 50% is easily Table I .
FIG. 4.
The mass distribution for a self-interacting DM galaxy cluster collision in an "ideal" scenario, where the colliding clusters are very fast and compact. The left panel shows the projected mass density map illustrating the scattered DM shell observed along a direction perpendicular to the collision's axis. The right panel shows the same mass density observed along the collision's axis. In the former, the DM shell appears as a weak disk-shaped mass distribution with a ring-like rim similar in width to the size of the colliding galaxy clusters, extending outwards from the center of the collision and linking the outgoing galaxy clusters into a ring-like structure. In the latter, the DM shell appears as a weak DM disk and a ring surrounding the centrally placed colliding galaxy clusters, now seen on top of each other.
noticeable. The origin of this difference is understood physically as the mass contribution coming from DM ejecta shell scattered directly above and below the collision site, along the line of sight, thus remaining near the center of the collision for a far longer times than would be observed in pure CDM. At intermediate separations, the projection of the DM ejecta shell over the collision's center continues to contribute significantly to central region of the collision forming more prominent bridges linking the outgoing galaxy clusters, even whereas the galaxy clusters in the same CDM scenarios separate at that stage completely -middle panels of Figs. 5-7. We believe this effect will be noticeable in astrophysical reconstructions of projected mass densities observed at suitable time epochs.
At late separation stages, scattered DM ejecta shell begins to emerge as a separate component in the mass density field, introducing quantitative and qualitative changes in the mass distributions, as discussed previously. A distinct oval-shaped shell forms at 0.1% to 1% peak-density levels in those scenarios, as seen in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 rightmost panel. These differences are the most pronounced for collisions with high values of kinetic parameter k = 2 and above. These differences are dramatically different from CDM but are also quite weak and confined to the tails of DM halos, which may make their detection challenging.
The bridge that we detect could conceivably be mimicked by the collisional intra-cluster gas as real galaxy clusters have significant gas fractions that may be slowed by ram pressure and accumulate at the center of the collision. To that extent, separation of the DM and the baryonic gas in the central mass distribution will require careful analysis including both detailed numerical simulations of the specific collision and experimental estimates of the amounts of hot central gas by using X-ray emissions. On the other hand, while the scattered DM shell manifests itself as added mass at the center of the collision at early post-collision stages, at later stages of galaxy cluster collisions such a shell expands and begins to contribute mass well beyond the central region, where the presence of intra-cluster gas will be substantially less significant.
Quantitative measures of SIDM scattering effects
While projected mass density maps are telling about the nature of the effects introduced into galaxy cluster collisions by SIDM, specific methods of measuring such effects are advantageous for such effects' detection. Such measures can be constructed by quantifying the projected mass densities on the line connecting the centers of the outgoing galaxy clusters and measuring angular mass distribution relative to collision center in the collisions' projected density maps. Fig. 8 shows such a projected mass distribution plotted against the collision axial line. At early separation stages, we see that the difference in the projected mass density in central regions in SIDM and CDM can be rather significant. Such differences reach 10% of peak-density values and can be directly measurable. In late stages, the central region in that scenario features as much as two times more mass than in the same CDM scenarios for collisions with lower Table I. k. Slower collisions also feature an appreciable lag of DM halo centroids in SIDM as opposed to CDM collision scenarios. This lag is the reflection of the lower outgoing velocity of colliding galaxy clusters with SIDM, and can be seen clearly in the left panel of Fig. 8 reaching 0.7 − 0.8r c at later post-collision separations. However, the differences in "axial" mass density measure decreases with the increase of the kinetic parameter values k. In particular, whereas one continues to see a noticeable 10-15% differences in the central mass densities in early separation stages in the middle (k = 2.0) and right ( k = 4.0) panels of Fig. 8 , such differences diminish as the collision progresses. There is also no consistent lag in the outgoing DM halo positions at higher collision velocities. This is related to the change in the outgoing clusters' speed becoming negligible as the speed of the collision increases past k = 2.
One of the differences that we observed for SIDM simulations is the shell of scattered DM material which can contribute mass at remote locations of the mass density map in directions perpendicular to the collision axis. To quantify this effect, the plot of projected mass in radial sectors vs. the scattering angle can be used. In particular, for SIDM one expects to see a close to uniform DM density in such mass-plot, whereas in CDM such mass will drop to zero at scattering angle close to 90
• . Fig. 9 shows this measure for SIDM simulations and mass measured per 15
• radial sectors centered on the collision center at different angles away from the equatorial plane. In the case of CDM, we observe this measure dipping to zero at angles close to 0 • (that is, near the equatorial plane), as expected. In SIDM, we observe the flat segment reminiscent of the scattered isotropic DM material shell. The difference in this measure is seen most prominently for simulations with high k and late post-collision stage. In particular, there is no mass density contributed to sectors around the collision's equator in CDM while as much as 1% of the total mass can be contained in the equatorial radial sector in SIDM scenario.
Yet another quantitative measure of SIDM effects is the presence of DM concentrations in galaxy cluster collisions at large scattering angles and large distances from collision center. As illustrated in Fig. 10 , This feature can be Table I .
quantified using plots of the mass distribution in projected mass density maps within a narrow 15
• to 30
• radial sector built around the equatorial plane of the collision, verses the distance from the collision center. Fig. 11 shows such measure in the units of percentile of the total collision mass contained in such a sector [−30
• , 30
• ] per r c distance interval. Clear differences between SIDM and CDM are seen either in intermediate and late post-collision stages. The differences are the most profound in late stages of collisions of very fast galaxy clusters. In CDM in that case, there is practically no contribution in the right panel of Fig.11 (dashed line for ∆r = 15r c ), as expected, while for SIDM consistent concentration of DM is observed at the correct distances from the center (that is, the distance of the outgoing galaxy clusters). Note that the separation ∆r in Fig. 11 is that between the centers of the colliding galaxy clusters, so that the distance from the clusters to the collision center is ∆r/2.
Finally, an interesting feature that can appear in astrophysical observations of galaxy cluster collisions due to SIDM is a ring surrounding the colliding galaxy clusters in galaxy cluster collisions observed along the collision axis. Such feature in our simulation can emerge at very late separation stages when the shell of scattered DM moves beyond the galaxy cluster's virial radius. Despite the weak magnitude of that effect, such ring-features may be the most dramatic effect of the self-interacting nature of DM. Fig. 12 shows an example of such a feature in the tail of the radial mass profile of a simulation of a galaxy cluster collision observed along the axis of the collision. The size of that feature is just about 0.2% of peak-density, however, its remote location from the collision center may still render such features observable. In fact, we can approximately estimate the relative size of such a feature using the following formula,
where a is the fraction of DM halos scattered into the shell, c is the galaxy cluster's concentration parameter, r is the current radius of the shell, and β ≈ 0.5 is a numerical factor. In formula (11), we consider that a uniform spherical Table I . shell of radius r, width (or shell-depth) h, and volume-density ρ, carrying a total mass M = 4πr
2 hρ, appears in projected density maps as two components: a nearly uniform disk of total mass M disk ≈ 2πr 2 hρ = c) )/r, where β ≈ 0.5 is a numerical factor defining the fraction of the mass contained in the circular rim for specific radial profile of the shell. Considering that σ max ≈ 2r c ρ 0 , we then can arrive at Eq. (11). Eq.(11) allows us to estimate the magnitude of such a scattered DM ring-like feature more generally between 0.1% and 2%. Interestingly, Ref. [29] reports observation of such a ring-like DM structure in the long-range reconstructions of the mass profile of the galaxy cluster CL 0024+17, having compatible magnitude between 1% and 5% .
Optimal conditions for observation of SIDM effects
As discussed, we find that the most profound SIDM effects can be observed in galaxy cluster collisions in the space between the colliding galaxy clusters but not within them. These differences can be well described in terms of a spherical shell of singly-scattered DM particles engulfing the outgoing galaxy clusters and produced due to DM particle-particle scatterings during the central passage of the galaxy clusters. Such shells of scattered DM material may contain 10% to 20% of the entire collision mass without significantly distorting the outgoing galaxy clusters or their DM halos.
For galaxy cluster collisions observed during their early and intermediate post-collision separation stages, the parts of such DM shells scattered directly above and below the center of the collision, along the line of observation, contribute significantly to heavier and wider central regions of the projected mass density maps of such SIDM galaxy clusters, as shown in Figs. 5-8. These differences are very substantial and may account the changes relative to CDM scenarios of up to 10%-20%. Up to 2-fold increase can be observed in such central densities in late separation stages in galaxy cluster collisions with lower collision velocity. Lag of centroids of DM halos can be also observed for SIDM and slower collisions (k ≈ 1.5), but not fast collisions (k ≥ 2). These are quantitatively measurable by means of projected mass plots on the axial line connecting the centers of the colliding galaxy clusters, as shown in Fig. 8 .
A qualitative new feature observed for SIDM is the presence of expanding shells of scattered DM material engulfing the outgoing galaxy clusters in such galaxy cluster collisions. Such shell contributes mass densities at 0.1%-5% peakdensity levels at very large distances and large scattering angles relative to the collision center. This feature can be quantified using the azimuthal plots of the mass distribution in projected mass density maps relative to the collision center, and the plots of mass distribution within small (for example, 30
• ) radial sectors surrounding the equatorial plane of the collision, as shown in Figs. 9-11 . In such cases, significant deviations from CDM are observed in late post-collision clusters. Whenever the shell of scattered DM materials moves into the region of constant background, a ring-like DM structure can emerge in the mass density observed along the collision axis. Given these observations, the conditions for best chance of observing such features comprise collisions of galaxy clusters at high speed, during intermediate or late post-collision separation stages. With respect to the collisions' speed, the higher k above 2.0 may be preferred because they lead to much lesser gravitational disruption of colliding galaxy clusters. The higher speed of the collision does not affect the DM particle-particle scattering redistributing DM particles azimuthally, as such speed cancels out from the DM particle-particle scattering, but reduces the efficiency of gravitational effects. Tables II and III list the initial in-fall and the closest-approach speed corresponding to different values of k for different total masses of the collision M tot . As can be seen from these tables, for very heavy galaxy clusters the initial speed required to achieve k ≈ 2 − 4 is high but not prohibitively so. Such speeds can be achieved if the galaxy clusters collide after in-falling towards an element of the large-scale structure or within the context of galaxy clusters' relative motion within a superstructure such as galaxy supercluster. Examples of galaxy cluster collisions hypothesized to have occurred near a filament are known in the literature [40] . Note that while the closest-approach speeds may seem to be high on first inspection, most of such speed is the speed gained due to gravity during in-fall. 1 4200 kmps 3300 kmps 1900 kmps 1500 kmps 900 kmps 2 5900 kmps 4700 kmps 2800 kmps 2200 kmps 1300 kmps 4 8400 kmps 6600 kmps 3900 kmps 3100 kmps 1800 kmps 8 11900 kmps 9300 kmps 5500 kmps 4400 kmps 2600 kmps
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we performed study of possible configurations of post-collision mass distributions in high-speed galaxy cluster collisions with respect to different hypothetical self-interaction strengths of DM.
All such scenarios can be characterized essentially by two main parameters comprising the ratio of the kinetic and gravitational energy of the collision, k, and the fraction of DM halo mass scattered in the collision by DM particle-particle interactions, a.
With respect to the kinetic parameter k, we observe three main regimes of collisions. Collisions with very high speed, k > 2, feature the galaxy clusters passing through each other with little gravitational disturbance. The azimuthal DM particles redistribution effect of weak DM self-scattering is clearly discernible in this setting. For collisions with 2 > k > 1, gravitational effects produce "fan-out" DM ejecta mostly confined to small scattering angles in forward and backward cones of the collision. In that case, DM self-scattering effects can manifest themselves as discernible new mass concentrations either in central and equatorial regions of the collisions' projected mass density maps, where the efficiency of the gravitational DM scattering is the lowest. For yet slower collisions, the kinetic energy of the colliding clusters is insufficient to provide for their post-collision separation and rapid mergers are observed with significant and disperse gravitational ejecta of complex shapes and large extents.
With respect to the strength of DM self-interactions, we find that for strong DM self-scattering in which 50% or more of DM halo mass suffers non-gravitational scattering during the passage, σ DM /m DM > 2cm −2 g, the DM halos are destroyed in the passage. This disruption is severe and results in formation of a single common halo composed of heated DM material. As such, this outcome is far beyond the limited effects such as changes in mass-to-light ratio or a lag of DM halo centroids previously discussed in the literature. Instead, complete and rapid reorganization of the entire DM halo of the colliding galaxy clusters is observed. For weak DM self-scattering in which 10% to 20% of DM halo particles suffer a non-gravitational scattering, σ DM /m DM < 0.5cm −2 g, the formation of spherical shells of DM particles is observed. This can be understood as the outcome of DM particle-particle scattering during the time of DM halos' central passage through each other, under the conditions of the mean free path of DM particles being significantly greater than the size of the halos, a ≪ 1. The shell of such scattered DM material can be observed in the projected mass density maps such as obtained via gravitational lensing under certain conditions. The said DM structure can be discerned in the projected mass density maps as DM contributions at very large scattering angles and large distances from the collision center or as extended disk and ring-like structures of the size comparable to the post-collision separation of outgoing galaxy clusters. Such features are forbidden in purely gravitational collisions, as discussed above. Such DM self-scattering structures can admit up to 20% of the collision's total mass before any significant disruptions begin to be noticeable in the main galaxy clusters' halos. The remote location of the scattered DM shell either from the outgoing galaxy clusters or central hot ICM may allow such structures to be seen experimentally despite their weak magnitude. The survey of the literature on weak and strong gravitational lensing reconstructions of mass profiles of colliding galaxy clusters shows that the presence of DM densities at large scattering angles and large distances indeed is a wide-spread feature of such observations. For instance, the reconstructed projected mass density of the colliding galaxy clusters A754 and A520 show both very significant off-axial concentrations of DM at scattering angles close to 90
• and at the same distance from the collision center as the collided galaxy groups [31, 40] . Combined weak and strong lensing reconstructions of the mass density of the Bullet cluster shows large diffuse DM mass concentration in between the outgoing galaxy groups, having disk shape and the size once again similar to the separation of the galaxy groups [25] . Yet more interesting observation has been produced in recent reconstruction of the mass profile of strongly lensing galaxy cluster CL0024+017, now figured as colliding galaxy clusters seen along the axis of the collision, performed to large distances from the center [29] . Such reconstruction implicated a weak ring-like DM structure existing around the collided galaxy clusters, as shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 10 of Ref. [29] . The structure is consistent with the features observed in simulations in this work and has the magnitude of 1-5%. It is possible to suggest an interpretation of that structure as the remains of a shell of scattered DM material generated in such an ancient galaxy cluster collision. Update all particles in list : vi ← vi + ai∆t Evaluate particle-particle scatterings using Algorithm 1 Update all particles in list : ri ← ri + vi∆t t ← t + ∆t end while radial distribution of DM mass in the equatorial sector of the projected mass density maps is more sensitive, due to the original smallness of that effect. However, even in that case D = 400 3 and N = 200 · 10 3 suffice to achieve acceptable convergence. 3 has been used in all these simulations.
